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Abstract
Background: The metabolic architectures of extant organisms share many key pathways such as the citric acid
cycle, glycolysis, or the biosynthesis of most amino acids. Several competing hypotheses for the evolutionary
mechanisms that shape metabolic networks have been discussed in the literature, each of which finds support
from comparative analysis of extant genomes. Alternatively, the principles of metabolic evolution can be studied
by direct computer simulation. This requires, however, an explicit implementation of all pertinent components: a
universe of chemical reactions upon which the metabolism is built, an explicit representation of the enzymes that
implement the metabolism, a genetic system that encodes these enzymes, and a fitness function that can be
selected for.
Results: We describe here a simulation environment that implements all these components in a simplified way so
that large-scale evolutionary studies are feasible. We employ an artificial chemistry that views chemical reactions as
graph rewriting operations and utilizes a toy-version of quantum chemistry to derive thermodynamic parameters.
Minimalist organisms with simple string-encoded genomes produce model ribozymes whose catalytic activity is
determined by an ad hoc mapping between their secondary structure and the transition state graphs that they
stabilize. Fitness is computed utilizing the ideas of metabolic flux analysis. We present an implementation of the
complete system and first simulation results.
Conclusions: The simulation system presented here allows coherent investigations into the evolutionary
mechanisms of the first steps of metabolic evolution using a self-consistent toy universe.
Introduction
Computer models of the transition between an abiotic
chemosphere and a primitive biosphere are plagued by
the complexity of the systems and processes that need
to be integrated into a coherent picture. Individual
aspects and components, such as thermodynamic
boundary conditions, the dynamics of self-replication,
the effects of coding [1], the influence of spatial organi-
zation and compartmentalization, can be – and have
been – tackled with their own specific minimal models.
Much of the most successful modeling e orts have been
invested in early systems of information propagation.
The success of these approaches can at least in part be
explained by the fact that generic behavioral regularities
can be extracted independent of physical details. It is
entirely sufficient to consider linear sequences that can
be copied, mutated, ligated, and cleaved according to
rules that do not have to recurse explicitly to underlying
physics and chemistry [2-5].
We argue here that the situation becomes fundamen-
tally different once we become interested in metabolic
evolution. Then, chemistry (and in particular the com-
plexities and subtleties of organic chemistry) is moved
to center stage and any model must encapsulate the
ground rules of chemical transformations: the conserva-
tion of mass and atomic types as well as conservation
and dissipation of energy introduces constraints that cri-
tically determine the system’s behavior. This does not
mean, of course, that it is necessary to implement all of
chemistry in all its natural beauty and with all its intri-
cate details. Nevertheless, it calls for a frame-work that
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goes much beyond most implementations of artificial
chemistries or the string models of polymer systems.
In principle, so we argue, we eventually will need to
understand the transition to life, and the first steps in
the evolution of primitive life-like systems, in terms of
their chemical organization. Nevertheless, it appears
prohibitively inefficient to even attempt an atom-level
simulation, and even if it were feasible, it is not clear
what insights were to gain from it. Instead, we would
like to understand, and implement, information mole-
cules and other hetero-polymer components by their
sequence, at least in part because we already understand
their behavior at that level. Practical simulations in this
field, therefore, will necessarily have to have components
at different scales and implement them using different
modeling paradigms, leaving us with the question how
to bridge the gaps between these different layers.
In this contribution we describe a particular frame-
work in which questions about the most primitive “life-
forms” and their evolution can be addressed. As we
shall see, it combines a grossly simplified Chemical Uni-
verse (see Figure 1) with a very minimal, RNA-World
style, genetics, and simple fitness function linked to
metabolic efficiency.
The Chemical Model Universe
Artificial Chemistries
Many models of artificial chemistries have been
explored in recent years. The spectrum ranges from
chemically accurate quantum mechanical simulations to
abstract computational models. Walter Fontana’s
AlChemy[6,7], for example represents molecules as l-
calculus expressions and reactions are defined by the
operations of “application” of one l-term to its reaction
partner. The result is a new l-term. Related models are
based on a wide variety of different computational para-
digms from strings and matrices to Turing machines
and graphs [8-14], see also the reviews [15,16]. The
abstract computational models are very useful for
understanding algebraic properties of reaction systems;
the notion of a self-maintaining set and the development
of a theory of Chemical Organizations [17] emphasizes
the success of such approaches.
Reaction energies pose severe constraints on chemical
reactions networks, by selecting one or a few preferred
reaction pathways from a plethora of logically possible
reaction channels. An energy function, that behaves as a
state variable and allows the modeling of transition
states, is therefore indispensable for any model that is
Figure 1 Overview of the simulation system. (A) Transcription of genes into catalytic ribozymes; (B) Assignment of catalytic functions to each
ribozyme; (C) Estimation of reaction rates; (D) Construction and stochastic simulation of the metabolic network; (E) Metabolic Flux analysis and
fitness evaluation; (F) Application of genetic variation operators.
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realistic enough to allow us to consider, say, the differ-
ences between a bacterial metabolic network and atmo-
spheric chemistry of the planet Mars. Despite
substantial progress in theoretical chemistry, detailed
quantum chemical computations are in many cases still
too expensive to be employed in large scale computer
simulations. Comprehensive reaction databases used e.g.
in synthesis planning, on the other hand, are mostly
commercial products which come at substantial access
costs. It also remains unclear to what extent the net-
work of the millions of reactions performed and com-
pounds synthesized by organic chemists over the past
two centuries [18] provided a view biased by the history
of chemical research. Knowledge-based approaches
hence appear less attractive for our endeavor.
The particular Chemical Universe that underlies our
simulation is motivated by the way how chemical reac-
tions are explained in introductory Organic Chemistry
classes: in terms of structural formulae (labeled graphs)
and reactions mechanisms (rules for modifying graphs).
Molecules
Historically, the description of molecular structures was
one of the roots of graph theory [19,20]. Graphs with
vertex labels denoting atom types and edges indicating
bond orders are ubiquitous in every book and journal
article on Organic Chemistry and in practice convey
enough information to provide chemists with a good
idea of the molecules behavior in particular chemical
reactions.
By construction, the graph representation abstracts
spatial information to mere adjacency. Thereby we avoid
the most time-consuming computation step: embedding
the atoms in 3 D by means of finding the minima on a
potential energy surface [21]. On the other hand, the
restriction to graphs implies that several features of real
molecules cannot even be defined within the model: (1)
There is no distinction between different conformers
and, in particular, between cis and trans isomers at a
C = C double bond. (2) there is no notion of asymmetric
atoms and chirality.
Energy
As argued in the introduction, a consistent energy func-
tion is indispensable in a meaningful model of chemistry
since all chemical transformations are associated with
well-defined energy differences that determine e.g. the
direction in which a chemical reaction will proceed. The
ToyChem model [22] utilizes a caricature version of
quantum chemistry to compute total binding energies
directly from the labeled graphs. In particular, the che-
mical structure graph is decomposed in an unambiguous
way into hybrid orbitals using the VSERP rules [23].
Application of a simplified version of the Extended
Hückel. Theory (EHT) [24] yields a Schrödinger type
secular equation which is parametrized in terms of the
atomic valence state ionization potentials and the over-
lap integrals between any two orbitals. The physical
properties of a molecule are determined by the eigenva-
lues of the Hamilton matrix and their associated eigen-
vectors as well as by the number of valence electrons
and the electrons in the various molecular orbitals. For
details we refer to Ref [22].
The ToyChem model was used to study the generic
graph-theoretic properties [25] of chemical reaction net-
works under thermodynamic constraints. A straightfor-
ward extension of the ToyChem model to solvation
energy made it possible to study chemical reaction net-
works in a multiple phases setting [26].
The Klopman-Salem equation [27-29] connects the
wave function to the reactivities of molecules, paving
the way to study the kinetic properties of chemical reac-
tion networks. However, it turned out, that the reaction
rate estimates calculated with the Extended Hückel
method implemented in the ToyChem model are too
inaccurate especially to study time-scale separation in
the time evolution of pre-biotic reaction networks. The
reason for this problem is that the accuracy of the rate
constant depends exponentially on the quality of the
energy predictions. More realistic estimates of reaction
rates therefore require the use of state-of-the-art meth-
ods from well established quantum mechanical program
packages such as GAUSSIAN or Schrödinger Soft.
Unfortunately, many of these sophisticated quantum
mechanical methods are very expensive in terms of
computer time. For our purposes, semi-empirical meth-
ods like PM3 (implemented for example in Mopac and
GAUSSIAN) might be better suited, although the results
are not very reliable. Another popular choice nowadays
is DFT on the B3LYP level of theory, which works well
for certain organic molecules, but not across board for
the whole organic chemistry subset [30,31].
Three tasks are required to automate reaction rate cal-
culations when using any one of the quantum chemistry
packages: (i) a fast and high-quality 3 D embedding of
the molecular graphs, (ii) the correct pre-orientation of
the educt structures in bi-molecular reactions as well as
a good guess of the transition state geometry, and (iii) a
fast and reliable reaction mapping assigning atoms from
the educts to the respective atoms of the products. The
knowledge-based program CORINA[32] is used to gener-
ate high-quality 3 D structures from molecular graphs.
The Imaginary Transition State (ITS) of the reaction
[33,34], see below and Figure 2, guides the construction
of a transition structure analogon, which is then 3D-
embedded by CORINA. Splitting the embedded transi-
tion state analogon into the educts results in properly
pre-orientated reactants.
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For situations in which even faster rate calculations
are needed, an estimation using quantitative structure-
property relationship (QSPR) and the Wiener numbers
of reactants and products can be used. Here, we use the
QSPR and the approach for activation energy computa-
tion from Faulon, delivering still realistic results [35], for
the calculation of the rate constants. We gain the final
reaction rate, by multiplying the rate constant with the
reactant concentrations divided by the volume (here, the
sum of concentrations of all molecules in the particular
cell).
Chemical Reactions: Graph Rewriting
Once we represent the molecules as (labeled) graphs it
becomes natural to view reactions as graph trans-forma-
tions. Again, this matches the intuition. After all, a che-
mical reaction mechanisms is taught and understood as
a sequence of events that break and/or form chemical
bonds among the atoms (vertices) of small assembly of
molecules (graphs). From a computer scientist’s point of
view, chemical reactions are thus just graph-rewriting
rules. The part of chemistry that does not deal with
energy, therefore, can be modeled and understood as a
graph grammar. The applicability of rewriting-based
approaches to metabolic network data was demonstrated
recently in an analysis of KEGG data [36].
A graph rewriting rule is specified as a triple consist-
ing of left graph, context, and right graph, see Figure 3.
Left and right graphs consist of all atoms and bonds
that vanish or are newly formed in the transformation,
respectively. The context specifies the necessary prere-
quisites for the applicability of the rule beyond the
atoms that are actually a affected by the reaction itself.
Note that in proper chemical reactions all vertices
(atoms) involved in the reaction are part of the context
of the rewrite rule because they neither disappear nor
are newly created. The ITS of the reaction is intimately
connected to the left and right graphs. It is obtained
Figure 2 Imaginary Transition State (ITS) and their hierarchical organization. Superimposition of educt and product molecular graphs and
subsequent removal of all atoms and bonds which do not directly participate in the chemical reaction (marked in green) yields a cyclic ITS for a
chemical reaction (e.g. acidic hydrolysis of ethylacetate). Bonds which are broken/formed during the reaction are marked with a red x/o. Left:
The ITS can be organized in a hierarchical structure where each tree level adds additional information to the base cycle of the ITS such as bonds
or atom labels. Specific instances of reactions are found as leafs of the tree. Mono-cyclic ITS account for over 90% of all known chemical
reactions [34].
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from the superposition of educt and product molecular
graphs and subsequent removal of all atoms and bonds
which do not directly participate in the reaction. The
ITS thus can be derived from the rewriting rule pro-
vided the mapping of the vertices (atoms) between the
left graph and the right graph is known. A variant of the
cut successive largest (CSL) algorithm [37] is used to
predict the atom mapping from the educt and product
molecular graphs automatically. The performance of the
original CSL algorithm was drastically improved by
replacing the expensive complete subgraph isomorphism
check with an efficient subgraph isomorphism check
[38] augmented by a chemically motivated heuristic
scoring schema for bond breaking energies. The correct-
ness of the automatic atom mappings were validated
against the KEGG RPAIR database [39].
A graph rewrite system [40] interprets the graph
rewrite rule and performs the graph rewriting step if the
graphical pre-condition is matched in a host graph. We
utilize here a generic graph rewrite engine. The compu-
tationally most difficult step is the identification of all
occurrences of the left graph of the rule in an input
graph. To solve this subgraph isomorphism problem we
apply the dedicated state-of-the-art VF-algorithm, freely
available in the C++ VFlib-2.0 library [41,42]. For each
match, the input molecule is then rewritten according
to the current graph rewrite rule. The resulting mole-
cule graphs are converted into unique SMILES [43] to
test for duplicates. The initial molecule(s) and the
resulting ones are utilized to generate the ITS (Figure 2)
needed to calculate the transition rate for the applied
reaction. Our fully generic object oriented C++ imple-
mentation is freely available as the Graph Grammar
Library (GGL) [44].
Reaction Networks
Once molecules and reactions have been implemented,
it is conceptually trivial to construct the complete che-
mical reaction network by exhaustive enumeration. In
practice, however, this is not feasible due to the combi-
natorial explosion that would result from iteratively
applying all possible reactions to all combinations of
molecules. It is imperative therefore, to prune the grow-
ing network at each step by removing energetically unfa-
vorable products and by ignoring highly unlikely
reaction channels [35,45], Figure 4.
Suppose we are given a list of reaction mechanisms
and an initial list 0 . Performing all unimolecular
Figure 3 Reactions as Graph Grammars. Chemical transformations very naturally translate into graph transformation rules. As an example the
Cope rearrangement, a concerted pericyclic [3,3]-sigmatrope rearrangement, is shown (a). A graph rewrite rule consists of 3 graphs: (i) the left
graph which is composed of all the atoms and bonds which vanish during the reaction (ii) the context graph comprised of all atoms and bonds
which do not change (iii) the right graph consists of all the atoms and bonds which are formed during the reaction. The conjunction of left and
context graph forms the pre-condition for the applicability of the rewrite rule. The rules for the Cope and oxy-Cope rearrangement are shown
(b). The context sensitivity of graph rewrite rules is illustrated by Wender’s methatese, a tandem reaction (oxy-Cope rearrangement followed by
Cope rearrangement). While the Cope rule applies to both steps, the oxy-Cope rule is only applicable to the first step of the tandem reaction (c).
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reactions on each molecule M∈0 and all bimolecular
reactions with each pair of molecules
( , )M M1 2 0 0∈ ×  we obtain a new list 1′ and a list
of new molecules   1 01= ′ \ . The recursion then pro-
ceeds in the obvious way:
′ =
⎛
⎝
⎜⎜
⎞
⎠
⎟⎟ × ∪ ×+
=
−
    k j
j
k
k k k1
0
1 ( ) (1)
and   k k k+ += ′ ∪1 1 \ . This type of strategy [35] was
applied in practice e.g. to predicting product distribu-
tions from simulations of chemical cracking and
combustion processes, which have notoriously large
reaction networks.
In addition to kinetically inaccessible reaction pro-
ducts we also exclude all molecules with more than 30
atoms in order to keep the e orts computing molecular
properties within manageable bounds. Note that the
resulting reaction networks could contain autocatalytic
compounds whose production would have to be kick-
started by external addition of a small amount of that
compound. Evidence for such autocatalytic compounds
(notably ATP) has been reported by Kun and colla-
borators [46] in the metabolic networks of several
species.
Figure 4 Generating Reaction Network. To avoid combinatorial explosion during reaction network generation a filtering step, which prunes
unproductive parts from the reaction network, is needed after each application of the reaction set (arrows) to the (current) set of molecules
(circles). The network usually quickly converges in size if the filtering is performed based on reaction kinetics. In particular, after the estimation of
reaction rates (green squares), the dynamics of the reaction network is simulated by a Gillespie type stochastic method, followed by removing
nodes from the reaction network which have not accumulated enough particles, due to small reaction rates.
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In order to check whether a newly generated molecule
M is already contained in a previous list a comparison
of the structural formulae must be performed. This is
done by transforming the molecular graphs into their
canonical SMILES representation [47], which then are
compared as strings.
Artificial Molecular Biology
Minimalist Genomics and Genetics
The “players” in our Simulation Universe are modeled
as complex agents that are characterized by individual
genomes. This genome is necessary and sufficient to
encode the individual’s metabolic, i.e., catalytic
capabilities.
We are interested here primarily in the earliest stages
of metabolic evolution, which arguably took place in the
setting of the Early RNA World [48]. In this setting,
RNA has the double role of genetic material and serves
as catalysts. Both the analysis of naturally occurring
ribozymes and a wide variety of artificial selection
experiments have shown that RNA molecules of about
100 nt are capable of catalyzing most important types of
chemical transformations that occur in a modern organ-
ism, see [49-51] for recent reviews. Thus it makes good
sense from a prebiotic evolution point of view to imple-
ment “enzymes” as structured RNAs of approximately
tRNA-size. For simplicity, we use a very simple genomic
organization: A single RNA sequence serves as genome
carrying a collection of non-overlapping “genes” encod-
ing ribozymes. Start and stop positions of genes are
marked by special sequence motifs.
Our organisms are though to be haploid. As genetic
operators we currently use only point mutations as well
as gene duplication. More sophisticated modes of gen-
ome evolution such as rearrangements, recombination,
or lateral gene transfer are excluded at present but
could easily be incorporated into the computational
framework.
We refrain from modeling in detail any form of gene
regulation to reduce the computational e orts. Again,
such refinements could be included e.g. along the lines
of [52,53]. Our minimal organisms thus exhibit constant
metabolic characteristics throughout their life-time, thus
dispensing with the need to explicitly model any aspects
of growth or development at the level of individuals.
Artificial Biochemistry
Ribozyme Catalysis
The catalytic activity of ribozyme as well as a polypeptide
enzyme is dependent on the three-dimensional structure
of the catalytic heteropolymer. The map from sequence
to catalytic activity can be understood in two steps:
sequence ↦ structure ↦ function
In the case of protein-enzymes, translation of the
genomic nucleic acids sequence into the polypeptide
sequence forms an additional mapping step.
The first step, the sequence-to-structure map [54], is
well approximated by the usual RNA folding algorithms.
RNA molecules form secondary structure by folding
back onto themselves to form double helical regions
interspersed with unpaired regions termed “loops”. The
resulting secondary structure can be rep-resented by an
outer planar graph with nucleotides as vertices and base
pairs as edges. A well established energy model [55],
with parameters derived from melting experiments,
assigns a free energy to every possible secondary struc-
ture. The simplest approach to RNA folding consists
then of selecting the structure with minimal free energy
from the combinatorial set of all possible structures.
Fortunately, this task can be solved efficiently by
dynamic programming algorithms that run in time pro-
portional to the cube of the sequence length. Here we
use the folding routines as implemented in the Vienna
RNA package[56-58].
For the structure-to-function mapping, unfortunately,
we do not have a well-understood physically realistic
model. Instead, we employ a simple purely computa-
tional model based on structural features motivated by
early models of RNA evolution [59]. Catalytic structures
typically depend on the molecular details of an active
center, which we abstract here to a local motif con-
tained in a secondary structure. We use here the longest
“loop” (cycle) of the secondary structure as a computa-
tionally easily accessible feature of this type.
Without any claim of physical realism, we interpret
this cycle as an encoding of the imaginary transition
state of the catalyzed reaction. This type of mapping
was inspired by the fact that many enzymes catalyze a
reaction by stabilizing its transition state and the work
on reaction classification systems, in particular Fujita’s
imaginary transition structures (ITS) approach [33], in
which cycles also play a central role. All common
homo- and ambivalent reactions, which account for over
90% of all known reactions [60], can be described by a
mono-cyclic ITS [34]. The rest of the reactions are
usually composites of successive mono-cyclic reactions
in sequence (rarely more than two [61]) with unstable
intermediates like carbene or nitrene.
In order to construct and evaluate the structure-to-
function map we utilize a hierarchical classification of
imaginary transition states [62]. The size of the ITS, i.e.
the number of atoms involved in the electron re-order-
ing in course of the chemical reaction, corresponds to
the length of the loop and constitutes level 1 of classifi-
cation hierarchy (see rhs of Figure 5. The “reaction
logo” specifies in addition the bond types in the transi-
tion state. We use the length and the type of the
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enclosing base pairs of the adjacent stems to determine
the bond types. The absolute positions of the stems
within the loop determine the arrangement of the elec-
tron re-ordering corresponding to level 3, the basic
reaction. The information that leads from the basic
reaction to the specific reaction (level 4), the atom-
types, stems from the sequence within the loop. Again,
each of the different loop regions stands for one part in
the transition state, here the atoms. The details of the
mapping are specified in [63].
Since the structure-to-function map is not based on
an approximation of physico-chemical principles but on
an ad hoc model, we need to investigate its statistical
properties. To this end, we consider in particular its
autocorrelation function of the sequence-to-function
map and compare it to the autocorrelation function of
the sequence-to-structure map of RNA folding [64]. To
this end, we need distance measures on the spaces of
RNA structures and transition states, respectively.
For the structure space, an existing tree edit distance
is used that is obtained through a sequence alignment
procedure and the minimization of the cost for trans-
forming one tree into the other, allowing deletions,
insertions and relabeling of nodes as edit operations
[54]. Similarly, the distance measure for the transition
states starts with an alignment procedure. This can
either be done on the graph representation or a unique
string form of the transition state [65]. Edit operations
include substitution of atoms, rearrangement of electron
re-ordering, substitution of bonds and increase/decrease
of transition state size. The cost of the edit operations
rises in this order, atom substitution thus being the
cheapest operation. The total cost for transforming one
transition state to the other is then minimized.
The autocorrelation function of a map j : (X, d)® (Y, D)
between metric space X with distance d and Y with dis-
tance D can be defined as
  ( ) ( ( ), ( )) ( , )d D x y d x y d
D
= −
〈 〉
=
〈 〉
1
2
(2)
where 〈D2〉 denotes the expected distance between the
images j(x) and j(y) of two independent elements
x, y Î X [54]. Figure 6 shows that the composite
sequence-to-function map behaves much like the under-
lying sequence-to-structure map. This is not surprising:
Figure 5 The structure-to-function map. (left) The colored regions of the ribozyme fold determine the catalytic function i.e. which leaf in the
ITS-tree is picked; (right) Along the levels of the ITS-tree the amount of chemical detail increases.
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if the sequence-to-structure map is dominated by neu-
tral and essentially randomized structures, as in the case
of RNA folding, then the second component, the struc-
ture-to-function map, has little influence on the overall
behavior of the composite sequence-to-function map
[66]. This observation in particular justifies the use of
an ad hoc artificial structure-to-function map in our
simulation setting.
In other work [67] we showed that the composite
map, of RNA sequence-to-structure map and our novel
structure-to-function map, performs superior against
other artificial genotype-phenotype mappings, as well as
other maps based on RNA folding, in terms of evolvabil-
ity, connectivity and extension of the underlying neutral
network. Thus, making it the preferable choice for our
model and possibly other similar optimization tasks.
Fitness and Selection
The final ingredient in our minimal model of the evolu-
tionary processes is the choice of fitness function and a
scheme for selection.
The fitness of our minimal organisms is derived
directly from their metabolic yield, more precisely, the
amount of “desirable end products” that can be pro-
duced from a defined quantity and composition of
input material. Its explicit computation is again a
computationally nontrivial task. We determine the
pathway distribution of the metabolic network under
the steady-state assumption using metabolic pathway
analysis (MPA) [68]. This approach starts from the
stoichiometric matrix S of a metabolic network which
is extracted from the structural information encoded
in its graph representation. (Internally, our simulations
represent metabolic networks as bipartite graphs
composed of metabolite and reaction nodes.) The
steady state assumption implies that we are interested
in non-negative flux vectors

v in the null-space of S,
i.e., S
 
v o= . We assume that catalyzed reactions have a
non-zero flux only in one direction. Our implementa-
tion of MPA delivers the set of extreme pathways from
which all other admissible pathways through the meta-
bolic network can be derived as linear combination.
The optimal yield of the entire network is therefore rea-
lized by one of the extreme pathways [69]. The fitness is
therefore computed as the maximum of the (linear)
yield function over all extreme pathways.
This fitness function depends on our definition of a
set of metabolites that need to be produced as “desirable
end products”. This set can be either chosen explicitly
by the user (entering a set of target molecules and a
graph-similarity measure), or by defining an order on
the produced metabolites with the help of molecular
descriptors. Here we offer several different topological
indices such as Balaban-Index [70] or Wiener-Number
[71]. A certain number of produced metabolites with
maximal/minimal (user’s choice) values (graph-similarity
or topological index) then constitutes the set of “desir-
able end products”.
In principle, selection could be handled in an agent-
based framework [72], using e.g. tournaments of pairs of
individuals taken from a population of competing model
organism. Due to the computational e orts necessary to
construct and evaluate each metabolic network, how-
ever, we are currently limited to small populations. In
many cases we work with a single individual, resorting
to the simplest possible model of adaptive walks, which
applies in the limit of strong selection, weak mutation,
negligible interactions between individuals, and constant
Figure 6 Autocorrelation functions for sequences of length n = 100 for secondary structure landscape and transition-state landscape,
with alphabets AUGC (left) and GC (right). For each of 1000 randomly generated reference sequences we produced 1000 mutants for each of
the 100 Hamming distance classes.
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environment [73]. An adaptive walk amounts to accept-
ing a genomic mutation if and only if it increased this
yield function. A similar setup is used e.g. in simulations
of metabolic evolution based on group-transfer reactions
[74] that explain the emergence of hub metabolites.
Visualization
The analysis of complex simulations is impossible with-
out efficient visualization tools, in particular in the cur-
rent exploratory phase of research, where it is not clear
at all which evolutionary patterns we will encounter and
which aggregate statistics can be used to summarize the
simulation results.
A suitable representation for a metabolic network is a
directed bipartite graph with two types of nodes, i.e.
reactions and molecules. The adjacent nodes of a reac-
tion are the substances consumed – incoming edges -
or produced - outgoing edges. For intuitive visual
distinction, we represent reactions as yellow squares and
molecule nodes as white circles. The number of poten-
tial fluxes through a graph element is represented by
the node size, or edge width, respectively. We used here
the orthogonal grid based layout [75]. Nodes lie on even
integer grid positions. Edges run along grid segments
and may bend at any grid position. The layout algorithm
allows multi-edges but no loops. In the first step of the
algorithm, the nodes are placed at crossing sections of a
regular grid minimizing the global stress. The edge rout-
ing step places edges on a sequence of grid lines mini-
mizing a global edge cost function taking into account
the number of bends, crossings, edge length and seg-
ment densities. The last step displaces edges running
along the same segments to avoid overlapping edge
routes. This approach does not take edge directions into
account. When visualizing flux dynamics of the network,
this may not be the most intuitive method. Nevertheless,
the produced drawings are fairly compact and appear to
be more aesthetic even for larger graphs.
Evolution of Metabolisms
Simulation-based studies of the evolution of metabo-
lisms so far pre-suppose the presence of an elaborate
complement of metabolic enzymes and focused on the
structural changes of network of catalyzed reactions
under the action of mutations that change enzyme spe-
cificities, see e.g. [74]. On the other hand, there is
mounting evidence that biochemical aspects, such as
similarities among catalyzed reactions and their coupling
in pathways influences the evolutionary patterns of the
many gene families that encode metabolic enzymes
[76,77].
The simulation system described in the previous sec-
tions attempts to address this point head on. Instead of
artificial high-level proxies of the underlying chemical
entities, we strive to simulate the entire chemical uni-
verse as completely as possible. As a consequence, we
can in particular address the origin of metabolism itself.
We may start from a primitive proto-cell that is just
about to invent its first enzyme, and ask how the inter-
nalization of chemical reactions into metabolic pathways
proceeds in the most early steps of molecular evolution.
Several different scenarios have been discussed in the
literature, reviewed recently in [78]:
1. The retrograde hypothesis [79] postulates that
internalization starts with the last reaction in the
path-way and stepwisely generates, via gene duplica-
tion, enzymes the extend the pathway to more an
more distant starting points. Examples include histi-
dine biosynthesis and nitrogen fixation.
2. The forward hypothesis [80], in contrast, suggest
that evolution proceeds from simple to complex bio-
chemical compounds, so that the oldest enzymes are
those at the beginning of pathways. A good example
is the isoprene lipid pathway.
3. The patchwork hypothesis [81,82] suggests that
metabolic pathways may have been assembled
through the recruitment of primitive enzymes that
could react with a wide range of chemically related
substrates.
4. The semi-enzymatic hypothesis [83] posits the
emergence of a limited number of “starters”, novel
protein classes that later diversified into large para-
log groups. These starters would have taken over
originally uncatalyzed reactions of stable abundant
chemical species in the environment or of (by-)pro-
ducts of already established pathways.
Although all these mechanisms appear to have left
traces in the extant metabolic networks (see [78] and
the references therein), their relative importance in early
evolution remains unclear. First, replacement of
enzymes by non-homologous functional analogs may
have been a frequent process in the early phases of evo-
lution (which may have been dominated by horizontal
gene transfer [84]). This would superimpose a patch-
work pattern on the metabolic network that eventually
eradicates genomic traces of more ancient states. If
LUCA was predated by a ribo-organism with an elabo-
rate ribozyme-catalyzed metabolism, the ancestral cata-
lysts have been completely replaced by peptide-based
innovations. This would naturally produce a pattern
consistent with the predictions of Lazcano and Miller,
with novel protein families rapidly replacing functionally
analogous ribozymes throughout the system.
We argue, therefore, that insights into the earliest evo-
lutionary history of metabolism cannot be safely based
on comparative studies of the extant enzyme repertoires,
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since the latter may have emerged much later than the
metabolic pathways themselves. As an alternative we
propose here to explore systematically the selection
pressures and advantages associated with the genetic
internalization of reaction pathways that arise from the
underlying chemistry itself. Although we cannot - yet -
report on a coherent scenario of metabolic evolution,
our first simulations show that a simulation approach
utilizing a full- edged artificial chemistry and complex
model of biopolymers is feasible, Figure 7.
For this contribution, we performed two simulation
runs for a length of 100 generations. Both runs were
A B
C D
Figure 7 A series of simulated metabolic networks after (a) 10, (b) 40, (c) 50, and (d) 100 generations. Yellow squares represent enzymes,
gray circles represent metabolites. An edge leading from a metabolite to an enzyme indicates that the respective metabolite is an educt in the
reaction. An edge from an enzyme to a metabolite marks it as a product. The size of the nodes and the width of the edges encode for the
number of minimal pathways in which the respective object is involved. The colors in panel (d) encode the age of the reactions, where red
stands for old and blue for newer reactions.
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initialized with the full set of chemical reactions to
choose from, the same configurations for genome length
(5000 bases), TATA-box constitution (”UAUA“) and gene
length (100 bases) but with different starting conditions
and different selection criteria.
The first simulation run (Figure 7) starts with a popu-
lation of ten cells in an environment constituting of a
set of five chemical molecules, namely, cyclobutadiene,
ethenol, phthalic anhydride, methylbutadiene, and cyclo-
hexa-1,3-diene. In each generation cells are selected
based on their production of molecules with maximal
Balaban-Index (this leads to molecules with a high
degree of ramification). The selected cells produce one
copy of themselves, which might include a mutation or
duplication event.
The second simulation run (see animation in [Addi-
tional file 1]) with a starting population of just one cell,
increasing in size up to 100 cells. The environment con-
sists of glucose only. Fitness values correspond here to
production of molecules with a maximal Wiener num-
ber. Until the population reached 100 cells, no selection
is performed. Afterwards the same procedure of selec-
tion and multiplication as above is applied.
In these two computer experiments we observe that
enzymes and metabolites introduced in earlier stages of
the simulation are involved in more reactions. In a pre-
vious study [63] we showed for a series of long simula-
tions (1000 generations) that the resulting networks
have structural properties similar to those of real-world
metabolic networks. In particular, the node degree dis-
tribution follows a power law and consequently there
are hub metabolites. This effect could either constitute a
generic feature of network evolution that can be
explained by preferential attachment [85], or it could be
governed by chemical properties that single out highly
connected metabolites. Figure 7(d) shows that most of
the more recent reactions (blue) have a smaller flux
(thin line), while older reactions (red) have a bigger flux
(thick line). This effect might support the patchwork
hypothesis provided the flux increase is associated with
enzyme recruitment. In order to clarify the interrelations
of chemical properties, evolutionary age, strength of
flux, and to quantify a possible preference for attach-
ment to high connectivity and/or high flux nodes, more
extensive simulations with different initial compositions
will be necessary. Currently, we are investigating the
similarity to metabolic networks from pathway data-
bases, in terms of more dynamical properties based on
the set of extreme pathways [86] and minimal knockout
sets [87].
The simulation system described here demonstrates
that computational investigations into major organiza-
tional transitions – here the transition from a chemical
reaction system to a genetically controlled metabolism –
are feasible in practice. Our work also exemplifies that
progress in this direction requires the construction of
multi-scale models in which different components (che-
mical reactions, catalytic biopolymers, and genetic
machineries) are represented as different levels of
abstraction. A major difficulty with such models lies in
the construction of the interfaces between the levels of
description, highlighted here by the sub-system model-
ing the catalytic function of our “ribozymes”.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Animation of metabolic network evolution. An
animation of the evolution of a metabolic network, using data from a
sample simulation run over 100 generations.
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